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QUESTION 1

A customer needs a consolidated infrastructure view for HPE Synergy and HPE BladeSystem c7000 enclosures. Which
approach should the Synergy integrator take to meet the customer\\'s needs? 

A. Enable federation in the HPE OneView appliance and add remote HPE OneView instances. 

B. Add remote enclosures to monitor the BladeSystem c7000 enclosures. 

C. Deploy HPE OneView Global Dashboard. 

D. Extend the Synergy out-of-band management ring to the c7000 Onboard Administrator ports. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Using composable features, what should a Synergy integrator do to resolve high memory utilization on an HPE Synergy
compute module? 

A. Use the API to optimize the memory allocation from the HPE Synergy fluid resource pool. 

B. Increase the allocated physical memory from the HPE Synergy fluid resource pool, and then reboot the compute
module. 

C. Take a small outage and reassign the HPE OneView server profile to a higher capacity compute module. 

D. Increase the reversed physical memory in the Server Profile (SP), and then reapply. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

How can a Synergy integrator increase the efficiency with which a Synergy solution can be provisioned? (Choose two.) 

A. Use Powershell to automate configuration and application of server profiles. 

B. Use Image Streamer to provide a stateless OS environment. 

C. Associate all Synergy frames with the same data center. 

D. Use a Multimodule Link Aggregation Group (MLAG) to automate link failover. 

E. Use Composer as a PXE server to automate OS deployments. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4
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HOTSPOT 

A Synergy integrator has installed a new frame into a rack with two existing frames in the customer\\'s environment.
Click where the integrator should verify that the cabling for the management ring was completed correctly. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer need four Synergy compute nodes to provide virtual machine access to six VLANs over a single link
aggregation group. 
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How can the Synergy integrator configure the environment to meet the customer\\'s needs? 

A. Create a single tunnel network and assign it to one or more interfaces in the server profile template. 

B. Create six untagged networks and assign them to one or more of the interfaces in the server profile template. 

C. Create six untagged networks, associate them with an IP address pool, and assign them to one or more of the
interfaces in the server profile template. 

D. Create six untagged networks, add them to a network set, and assign that network set to one or more interfaces in
the server profile template. 

Correct Answer: A 
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